Greenways—where are they going?
With the current very welcome emphasis on sustainable transport and personal well-being
Chris Beney asks if is it time to reinvigorate the idea of Greenways, particularly at a time
when major housing development may bring an opportunity for them to be funded as part of
these developments.

Greenway:

I am writing here of Greenways—with
a capital G; Countryside Commission
ones, launched in the late 1990s with the
somewhat ambiguous slogan ‘The way
to go.’
I had hoped, and urged, that they
would be given some legal status in the
CRoW Act of 2000, but alas no.
What are they? See box.
The Countryside Commission (CoCo)
supported a number of Greenway
initiatives. Locally to me Hertsmere
Borough came to it rather late and were
told ‘too late’. But we persuaded CoCo
that our Merryhill site in Bushey, newly
acquired by the Woodland Trust, would
be an excellent and useful additional
Greenway project, joining Bushey and
Carpenders Park. So the Borough
appointed a Greenways officer, largely

Merryhill Greenway looking west...

A network of largely car-free, off-road
routes connecting people to facilities and
open spaces in and around towns, cities,
and to the countryside. For use by people of
all abilities on foot, bike or horseback, for
commuting, play or leisure.
Countryside Commission funded (those
were the days) and we were off.
Hertsmere developed a wider vision
for a continuous Greenway which,
besides serving local communities,
would provide a continuous way from
Bushey to Shenley and beyond.
At about this time we were arguing
about a disputed RUPP (Road Used as
Public Path) at Tylers Farm, Bushey. A
deal was done to downgrade to
footpath and create a brand new
bridleway to serve as the Greenway link
from Little Bushey Lane to the A41.
That process required magistrates to
make both changes simultaneously. I
spent a nervous few hours with Herts

… and looking east.

The Tessa Greenway (left) as new and (right) more recently and further along.
CC people at Watford Magistrates
Court, first waiting whilst the court staff
hummed and hawed about who would
hear it, then persuading the magistrates
that my user group (Ramblers affiliate
BADFA) and the British Horse Society
were all in favour if both orders were
made and totally against just making
the
downgrade.
Eventually
the
magistrates agreed to both and we
shortly after set about helping Herts
Countryside Management Service cut
trees and prepare the Greenway.

The photo on the left above shows
where this new Greenway joins the A41.
The A41 crossing used to be
horrendous. It happens that nearby
there was a spare arch in the bridge
taking the A41 over the M1. By
constructing a loop through this arch
the need to actually cross the A41
would be eliminated. Well, after a lot of
lobbying and a tiny bit of skulduggery
on a Hertsmere survey of priorities the
underpass got the go-ahead. It needed a
Parliamentary Statutory Instrument to

The spare arch with the Greenway fenced off
from the M1 (visible in the distance).

A later BADFA walk. Note the forbidden
verge on the left.

At London Colney, a pelican crossing takes the Greenway across the busy road.
allow it to be constructed.
perfectly correct, can be and has been
Some parts of that complete Greenway used for all sorts of types of routes. You
were ready made, such as Tykeswater
can see by the amount of works needed
Lane near Radlett. Some hadn’t got on
for my local ones that it is not simple or
the Definitive Map, such as from cheap. They have to be wide enough for
Tykeswater Lane to Shenley via the old
walkers, cyclists and horse riders. But
Woodhall Lane: an
old
road
not
recorded.
A
protracted
negotiation with
the landowner and
Hertsmere, Herts
CC,
BHS
and
BADFA led by
Phil
Wadey
resulted
in
a
satisfactory
mixture
of
bridlepaths
and
footpaths
there,
the
bridlepaths
then
becoming
Another Greenway: Bexhill to Hastings.
part of the Greenway.
A Pelican crossing was built (see top) nor were motorways cheap when they
after a lot of lobbying and we ended
were introduced, nor tarmacked roads
with a near-continuous multi-user route for that matter. CoCo’s sort-of successor
from Carpenders Park to London
Natural England has very little money.
Colney and beyond.
So the original concept of large
So why did I say ‘Where are they numbers of environmentally green,
going?’ at the heading of this article? mostly non-vehicular routes which
Well, the name ‘Greenway’, whilst would have significantly helped reduce

climate change hasn’t happened, or only
happened sporadically.
That shouldn’t prevent us trying to get
more of our paths up to Greenway
standard and creating new ones. With
the current pressure for housing there
should
be
section
106
money
(developers’
contribution
to
infrastructure). That should at least
allow some slightly more local
Greenways to get built round
settlements with access spurs to them,
with the benefits for health and climate
that would follow. They might then
start to link up, creating a national

network.
Our example shows that this can be
done providing all concerned work
together – planning and highways
authorities and the representatives of
walking, cycling and horse riding
groups. But it needs us to get the
strategic routes into the development
plans as they are revised. There is no
reason why this cannot be done if we set
our minds to it. Greenways can and
must be revived.

